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I. Introduction

In a series of papers presented to the San Francisco Section of the

American Mathematical Societyt during the year 1923, the author has

discussed numerous characteristics of certain point and line figurations con-

nected with each line element of the general ruled surface. The definitions

and theorems of these papers have been built up by the method of the

projective differential geometry of Wilczynski from a few fundamental and

well known projective properties of ruled surfaces, chief among which are

such notions as the flecnode curve and flecnode surface, the complex curve,

the osculating quadric and osculating linear complex.

Before proceeding with the present discussion it will be advisable to

restate briefly certain of the definitions and theorems involved.

The flecnode curve Cf of a ruled surface S cuts each line element g of S

in two points. The planes osculating Cf at two such points intersect in

a line h. For each such line there is determined a second line h!, the polar

reciprocal of h with respect to the linear complex L osculating 8 along g.

The three lines g, h, h' are in general non-intersecting and hence determine

a quadric Qx. The complete intersection of Qx and the osculating quadric Q

is made up of the element g of 8 and a space cubic. This curve Cf we

call the primary flecnode cubic.

To each osculating plane of Cp there corresponds by means of i a point

in that plane. The locus of these points for all the osculating planes of Cf

is a second space cubic.  This curve Cf- we call the secondary flecnode cubic.

By making use of the complex curve rather than the flecnode curve we

arrive at two other cubics called respectively the primary and secondary

complex cubics.

Each space cubic determines a linear complex. The complex Lx deter-

mined by Cp we call the first associated linear complex. It develops that Cf

ana* Cf' determine the same linear complex. The linear congruence Pi

common to L and Lx is called the first associated linear congruence.

* Presented to the Society, San Francisco Section, April 5, 1924.

t April, September, December, 1923. First paper under the title Flecnodal properties

of a ruled surface printed in the Tôhoku Mathematical Journal, vol. 23, Nos. 1-2,

Aug., 1923.   Second paper to appear in the American Journal of Mathematics.
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In a similar manner we obtain from the primary and secondary complex

cubics a second associated linear complex and a second associated linear

congruence.

As system of reference in the projective differential geometry of ruled

surfaces there is frequently used the tetrahedron Py Pz P? Pa. Of the four

vertices of this tetrahedron Py and Pz are the flecnode points of lyz = g,

and Pq, Pa are two points, one on each of the flecnode tangents lyq, lza,

drawn to 8 at Py, Pz respectively. Unit point in this system is so chosen

that the coordinates of the four vertices are Py, (1, 0, 0, 0); Pz, (0, 1, 0, 0);

Pc, (0, 0, 1, 0); Pa, (0, 0, 0, 1). Of the six edges of the tetrahedron four,

namely lyz, IqC, lya, Izç, belong to L. It follows that the planes which corre-

spond to the points of any one of these lines by means of L constitute

a pencil of planes on that line as an axis. There are thus determined

four axial pencils.

If, between the points of lyz and Izq, there is set up a one-to-one

projective correspondence in which to the general point (a,ß,0,0) of lyz

there corresponds the point (0,a,ß,0) of 1Zq, then there is likewise set

up a one-to-one projective correspondence between the planes of the two

pencils on these two lines. Since the axes of these two projective pencils

intersect, the lines of intersection of corresponding pairs of planes must

have for their locus a quadric cone K-i whose vertex is at Pz. By making

use of the pairs of lines (lzq,l0a), (lyz, lya), (lyo,lça), in a similar way we

define three other cones Kt, Ks, K4. These four quadric cones we call

the complex cones associated with g.

Since the pair of lines (lyz, Z?ö) do not intersect, the two pencils of planes

on these lines determine a non-developable quadric. It proves to be in

fact the osculating quadric, Q. The other pair of non-intersecting lines

(Izq, lya) also determines a quadric, Q'; Q and Q' we call the complex quadrics.

The equations of the four complex cones and the two complex quadrics,

in this system of coordinates, are

(KJ pfecft+pltâ = 0,   (K2) p&l+p^x^ = 0,   (7Q pltâ+pljX^ = 0,

(Kt) p12x1xs+p11x22 = 0,   (Q)    xxx—   x2xs = 0,   (Q')   xxx2—   x&xi = %

where piS, pu are two  of the coefficients of the system of differential

equations defining the ruled surface S.

The four complex cones Klf K%, K3, K4 can be paired in six ways. For

each of the four pairs (Kv Kt), (Ks Ká), (Ki Ks), (K2 Kt), the complete

intersection is composed of a straight line and a space cubic. These four

curves Ci, C8, C8, C± we call the primary cone cubics associated with g.

For each of these cubics we indicate below its equations in parametric
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form, the two cones upon which it lies and the line which completes their

intersection :

(Cj  x^—plJ,  x2=—p\v    x%=     p22f, xi=    p\2t2;    (K^), fy;

(i-V    Xl==       Px2*'>   X2=       Px2* >   Xs=       2*21'»    X4==       P2V (-^8-^4)»  lva'i

('«)   a;i==     Pvr> x2~     Pay    xs==     Píx^>   xi==     Pié >    (-^1^3)' "V*!

(C4)  xl=—p22lt,  x2=    p22f, xs=    p212f, xi=— p221;      (K2K4),lça.

By making use of their osculating planes and the points corresponding

to them by means of L, we obtain, from the four cubics Cx, • • -, C4, four

new cubics C{, ■ ■ •, Ci, just as the secondary flecnode cubic is obtained

from the primary flecnode cubic. These four curves C{, • ■ ■, C¿ we call

the secondary cone cubics associated uñth g. Their equations in parametric

form are

(C/) x¿=  p\x, x2=      3p12p221t, xs= 3p22p21?,   x4=       p\2ts;

(C¡) x1= 3p212p21t2, x2=-       p\2t,     xs=  p*2i,        x4=     3p12p221t;

(C8') x1=3p212p21f, x2=—3p12p22it,  xa=  p\v x4=— pl2P;

(C¡) xt =  p\x, x2=— p\2P,      xs= 3p2X2p2lt2, x4 = —3p12p221t.

The parametric equations of the primary and secondary flecnode cubics,

and the equation, in line coordinates, of the linear complex Lx which they

determine, are respectively

(Cp)   xx = 2t(p\2 q2l t2—p221 q12), x2 = 2(p\2 q21 t2—p221 ql2),

x8 = P12P21 * (P12 t2—P2i)> xi = P12P21 (Pi212—P21);

(4) (Cj»)   xx = 2»21 (3p22 q2112 + p\x q12),   x2 = 2p121 (p\2 q21 f + 3p^ q12),

Xt> =    í,12í'2l(3í,12<2+í'2l)» X4=     P212P2lt(Pl2t2+3P2l)'>

(¿,) 2p12p2lm12—(»12ff214-3i521o12)ü)144-(3jp12a214-2)21a12)»284-8ff12a21iö84 = 0;

where qx2, q2X, are another pair of coefficients of the system of differential

equations defining 8.

The equation of the quadric Qx is

(Qi)    P\\ P2x xi xz - Pn V\x X2 xi — 2P2i2 a2X 4 + 2P22i aX2 ̂ = °•

If we identify the parameters in the equations of the ten cubics listed

above we thereby set up a point correspondence between these curves.

But this correspondence is not arbitrary.   That between Cf and Cf" is

25*
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indeed the one resulting from the definition of Cf"- The projective trans-

formation*

xt = —pn xi 4- 2^2i Xi,       Xi= —pu Xi 4- 2q21 xit
(5i) _ _

xa =     pa Xi — 2qn xa,       x4=      pu Xt — 2qit #4

carries Cf- into Ci and Cf" into C\. An examination of equations (2)

shows that the four curves Cx, - - -, C4 are projectively equivalent, the pro-

jectivities which carry Ci into C¡¡, C3, C4 being respectively

(5g) a?j = a?8,    x2 -- x^,    x& = xx,    íc4 -= x2\

(pi) Xy = xB,    x2 = x2,     x¡¡ == x^,     xi = ;c4;

W4) X^   -  ¿C^,       3^2 ^4?       Xq   -   3?g,       ¿C^ aîg.

Similarly for the curves Cí, • • •, C4, but with a different set of projec-

tivities. The point correspondence between the five curves Cf-, C1} C2,

Cs, Ci, as well as that between the five curves Cf-, C{, Cl, Ci, Ci,

is therefore projective in nature, while that between the pairs C/, C)

(j = 1, • • •, 4), is exactly that determined by the complex L between

Cf' and Cf".

From the general theoryt a fundamental system of simultaneous solutions

yk(x), Zk(x) (k = 1, • • -, 4) of the system of equations defining 8 determines

two directrix curves Cy, Cz of 8. Corresponding points Py, Pz of these

curves have the homogeneous coordinates (yx, y2, ys, yj, (zit zit zs, z4) and

lie upon the same generator g of 8. For our choice of a coordinate system,

as we have seen, yx = 1, yt = y3 = w4 = 0; z2 — 1, zx = z3 = z4 = 0;

while q3 = 1, Qi = Qi = Qt = 0; cr4 = 1, ay = er2 = <s3 = 0; where

(6) « = 2%+?,,,,        .-»*+Mr.

For the general point Px; (a, b, c, d), the coordinates are given by the

expression

Xk = ayk-\-bzk-\-cQk-\rd<sk (Ä = 1, —,4),

the subscript k ordinarily being omitted.

* Pu, pti, (Zu, 2« are functions of a parameter x which is constant so long as we are

considering a single line element g of S. Hence this transformation is projective for all

configurations associated with g.

t Projective Differential Geometry of Curves and Ruled Surfaces, Wilczynski; B. G.

Teubner, 1906, pp. 129, 130.   Hereafter referred to as Proj. Dif. Qeom.
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It is the purpose of this paper to characterize with reasonable completeness

the configurations formed by the ten curves Cf1, Cr"',Ci, •■■, C4; CÍ, • • -, Ci,

to define and discuss two additional sets of cubics, and to suggest further

problems for investigation.

II.  The first and second cone rays

There are four pencils of quadrics determined by the pairs of cones

(KiKt), (K3Ki), (KiK3), (KiKi), namely

h (p\2 xt xs + p221 x2)     4- A: (p\2 x\     4- p\ x2 x4) = G,

h (p\2 x\     -f p\\ x2 xa) 4- k (p\2 xx xz + p221x¡) = 0,

h (p¡2 xx xs 4- p\\ xf)     4- k (p\i x\     4- P221 x2 xt) = 0,

h (J>i2 x\     4- P\i x2 x4) 4- k (p\2 xx xs 4- p221 x2) = 0.

By using the same parameters in each of the four equations (7) we have

set up an arbitrary correspondence between the quadrics of these four

pencils.    We do this as a matter of convenience.

Ci lies upon each of the quadrics of (7j). Since Ci also lies upon Q

each of these quadrics (70 must have in common with Q one, and only

one, straight line. It proves to be the line joining the point hy—kQ

on lyo to the point hz—k<s on lza. As we pass from surface to surface

of the pencil (7i), this line coincides successively with all the rulings of Q.

C2 lies upon each of the quadrics of (72). Since C8 also lies upon Q,

each of these quadrics (72) must have in common with Q one, and only

one, straight line. It also proves to be the line determined by the points

hy — kQ and hz — ko, so that corresponding quadrics of the pencils (7X)

and (It) cut Q in the same line.

The cubics C3, C4 are seen by inspection to lie upon the quadric Q'.

But C3 lies upon each quadric of the pencil (73) and C4 upon each quadric

of the pencil (74). Each quadric of (73), as also each of (74), must there-

fore have one, and only one, straight line in common with Q'. This line

is seen to be that which is determined by the two points ky — Jiq, hz—ka

on lyç, Iza, respectively. Corresponding pairs of quadrics of the two

pencils (7S), (74) have this line in common with Q'. As we pass from

surface to surface of (73) or (74), this line coincides successively with all

of the rulings of Q'.

If we write for the general point on the first of these lines the expression

f(hy — kQ)-\-g(hz—ka),
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and, for the general point on the second, the expression

m (ky — Jiq) 4- n (hz — ko),

then it follows that these two points will coincide if and only if

h k
-j- = -=-.   that is, if ä = ±/i.
k h

One may thus in two ways choose a set of four quadrics, one from each

pencil, such that the four will have a line in common and this line will at

the same time lie upon both the complex quadrics. The points in which

these two lines cut the flecnode tangents lyç, lza will engage our attention

again.   They are given by the expressions

(8) a = y—Q,   ß — z—a;       r = y + Q,   <* = z-\-a.

We note that Pa, Py are harmonic conjugates with respect to Py, Pq, as

are also Pß, P¿, with respect to P2, Pa.

The cones Kx and K2 have Cx and lzç as their complete intersection.

The line 1Zq is tangent to K3 at Pz but is not an element of K3. If we

substitute from (Ci)  of (2) into (K3) of (1) we find for t the six values

0,     0,     piXlpXi,     —pu/pu,     Put/pu,     —Put/Pit-

The first two of these correspond to the point Pz and the remaining four,

by means of (Ci), give respectively the four points Py, Py, P^, Pc, where

(9)

9 — Pu y-\-PiiZ—Pn  Q—Pi2<i = Ptx <*+Piiß,

V = Pn y—Pu?— Pu   Q+Pn<l = Pu  "—Paß,

v = Psiiy+pi2z-\-ihiiQ+pu<t = Pnir+Pi»ö,

C = Piii y— PiîZ+PiiiQ— Pi2<* = PiiiY—pnà.

From (Kt) of (1), the point Pz is not on Kif but the four points P^,

Py, Pv, Pf are. Moreover, (9) shows that these four points are also on

Q and Q'. Two of them, P^, Py, are in fact harmonic conjugates with

respect to P«, Pß, and the other two, P^, P¿-, harmonic conjugates with

respect to Py, P<?. These four points P^, Py, Pv, Pj-, are the only ones

common to all four cones Kx, ■ ■ -, Ká. Since they may be thought of as

determining the two lines laß, lyS, we shall speak of these two lines as

the first and second cone rays associated with g.
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The four points P^, Py, P,, Pc have already been shown to lie on Ci.

By introducing the values t = ±Pu/pn, ±Pni/pu into (C8), (C3), (C4)

of (2) it results that all four curves pass through these four points and that

in tJie point correspondence existing between the four curves, these four points

are self-corresponding. It should be noted that Pv, thought of as being

on Ci, Ct, corresponds to Py, thought of as being on C3, C4, and con-

versely, while Py counts for a complete set of four corresponding points,

as does also Pc-.

All four points cannot be real at the same time, the two on the second

cone ray, lyS, being imaginary if those on the first cone ray, l„ß, are real,

and conversely. It may happen that none of the four are real. We shall

speak of these four points as the focal points of the primary cone cubics.

If (f, 9, h, k) be any point, then the three points whose coordinates

are (h, k,f g), (h, g,f, k), (f, k, h, g), as well as the three points whose

coordinates are (h, k,f, g), (h, —g, f, —k), (f, —k, h, —g), determine

a plane on which the first point lies. It follows from equations (5) that

if Pi, Pt, P3, Pi are a set of four corresponding points, one on each of

the curves Ci, Ca, C3, Ci, then P1} P2, P8, P4 are coplanar. Likewise it

follows that if P/, P2', Pz, Pi are a set of four corresponding points, one

on each of the curves Ci', Ci, C8', Cl, then P{, Pi, P3, Pi are coplanar.

The equations of the planes p and p' containing these two sets of points

are easily found.   For the first set we find the equation

(10) x1+xt— t(x2+xA) = 0,

and for the second set, the equation

(11) P12xt(xi—xa)—p2lX(x2—xi) = 0,

where

(12) * = p\2«*- 3p221,       X = 3pl2 t2-p221.

The points a = y — q, ß = z—a are on the first of these two planes and

the points y = y-\-Q, à = z-\-g are on the second. It follows that

equations (10) and (11) define two pencils of planes whose axes are the

first and second cone rays, t being the parameter of the pencil in each

case. In brief, the projectivity existing between the points of the four prim-

ary (secondary) cone cubics is such that corresponding points lie by fours in

the planes of an axial penal whose axis is the first (second) cone ray. We

note from (4), (10) and (11) that the point on the primary flecnode cubic

which corresponds to the set of points Px, • • •, P4 lies on their plane, but

that the point of the secondary flecnode cubic which corresponds to the

set Pi, - • -, Pi lies on their plane only if pi2 — 2qi2 = pn — 2g81.
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HI.  PerSPECTIVITIES OF THE  CONE CUBICS

Since the cubics Ci and C2 lie on Q while the cubics C3 and C4 lie on Q',

it results that of the four points Pi, P2, P3, P4, in which these four curves

cut the plane p, Px and P2 lie on Q and P3 and P4 upon Q'. Since laß

lies on both Q and Q', the plane p through this line must be a tangent

plane to both quadrics. Its points of tangency with Q and Q' are given

by the respective expressions

(13) r = ta + ß,        x'=—ta-\-ß.

These points are harmonic conjugates with respect to P« and Pß. We

note that the points Pi, P2 are not on laß. They must therefore lie upon

the second line which p has in common with Q, so that Px, P2 ana" PT

are collinear. A similar argument leads to the conclusion that P3, P4

and PT' are collinear. We find further that Pi, P3 ana* P« are collinear

as are also the sets P2, P4, PK; Pi, P4, Pß) Pi, P3, Pß.

The lines PtP2 and P3Pi, lying in plane p, intersect. But PiP2 is a

ruling of Q and P3Pi a ruling of Q'. Their point of intersection must

therefore be a point of the intersection of Q and Q'. The complete inter-

section of these two quadrics consists of the two flecnode tangents Zy?, lza,

and the two cone rays laß, ly¿. Moreover the flecnode tangents belong

to one regulus and the cone rays to the other regulus, on each quadric.

Since Pi Pi and P3 P4 intersect ZK/S in distinct points, their point of inter-

section must be  on ly¿.   It is indeed the point given by the expression

0 = ty + ô.

To sum up, we find that the complete quadrangle whose vertices Pi, • • •, P4

are any set of corresponding primary cone cubic points lies on a plane which

is at the same time tangent to both of the complex quadrics Q and Q'. Of

its six sides, one, PiP2, lies on Q and another, P3Pá, lies on Cj'. Of its

diagonal points, two, Pa, Pß, lie upon the first cone ray and are the same

for all such quadrangles, while the third lies upon the second cone ray.

That plane of the pencil (10) which is tangent to Q at the point PTi,

where xx = txa-\-ß, is given by the equation

(10i) xx 4- x3 — tx (xi 4- Xi) — 0.

The tangent plane to Q' at this same point has for its equation

(10-i) Xi + x3 4- tx (x2 + xá) = 0.
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But the plane (100 is tangent to Q' at Pt_x, where r_i = —txa-\-ß,

and the plane (10_i) is tangent to Q at this same point.

Let us think of the planes of the pencil (10) as paired in this way,

the two planes of such a pair being indicated by pi and p-i and the

quadrangles in these planes by (P1P2P3P4) and (P_iP_2P_8P_4). Then

it is seen that in either of the two orders

(Pi P2 P3 PO ~ (P-3 P-t P-x P-2) or (Pi P2 P8 P4) ~ (P-4 P-8 P-2 P-x),

we can determine a correspondence between these two quadrangles such

that corresponding pairs of lines intersect in laß. We find indeed that

the lines PiP8, P2P4, P-iP-s, P-2 P-4 intersect in P«, the lines Pi P4,

P2P3, P-1P-4, P-2 P-3 intersect in Pß, the lines PiP2, P_8P-4, in the

point Pr and the lines P8Pt, P-x P-2, in the point PT-.

It follows that in two ways these two quadrangles are in perspective

from a point. It can be easily verified that the four lines PiP_8, P2P-4,

P8P_i, P4P-2 pass through the point Py, while the lines Pi P-4, P2P-3,

P8P_2, P4P-1 pass through the point Ps.

Without further discussion we remark that if the planes of the pencil

on the second cone ray ly¡ are paired as above, so that of the two in

each pair, the first, qx,

Xi     x3     i 1 (Xi     x4) — 0,

is tangent to Q at 6X = tx y 4- d, while the second, a_i,

Xi — X3-\-ti(Xi—xé) = 0,

is tangent to Q' at the same point, then the quadrangle (PiP2P_3P_4)

lies in the first of these planes, the quadrangle (P3PiP-iP-2) lies in the

second, and these two quadrangles are in perspective from the two points

Pa, Pß, the four lines Px P3, P2 P4, P-3 P-i, P-4 P-2 passing through P„

and the four lines Pi Pi, P2P3, P-3P-2, P-4 P-i through Pß.

To recapitulate: let those points of the first and second cone rays

laß, lys correspond which lie upon the same line of that regulus of Q

to which the flecnode tangents belong. At each of such a pair of corre-

sponding points PT, Pe, construct the tangent planes to Q and Q'. Of

these four planes, two, plf p-lf are on l„ß, and two, qv, q-1} are on lyg.

Of the total of 3-4-4 = 48 points of intersection of these four planes

with the four primary cone cubics, 32 coincide by eights in the four

focal points P^,, Py, P^, Pc.   The remaining 16 points coincide by twos.
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Of these eight distinct points four lie in each of the planes pi, p-i} ql}

q-i, in such a way that no plane contains more than one point from each

cone cubic. Consider the points Ptt, Pß, and Py, P¿, in which laß and

lyg are cut by lay and Ißg. The lines joining either Py or P¿ to the four

cone cubic points in either pi or p-x pass through the cone cubic points

in the other of these two planes, and the lines joining either P« or Pß

to the four cone cubic points in either q\ or q-x pass through the four

cone cubic points in the other of these two planes.

We have already seen that, for each set of corresponding points Plt

Pi, P3, Pi, lying in the plane plt there exists a set of corresponding

secondary cone cubic points Pi, P2, P8, Pi, lying in the plane p[,

(Hi) Pl2*ltl(X!— X3)— Pnh(Xi — Xi)   =  0.

Similarly, for the set of points P_i, P-2, P_8, P_4, lying in the plane

p-i, there is a set PU, P-s, P-s, P-4, lying in the plane pLlf

(ll-i) Pu*iti(xi — x3)+ptiXi(xi— Xi) — 0.

For these two quadrangles lying in the planes p'i, p'-\, it also holds that

in either of two orders,

(Pi Pi Pi Pi) ~ (Pis P-4 P-i PU)   or   (Pi Pi Pi Pi) ~ {PU PU PU PU),

we can determine a correspondence between them such that corresponding

pairs of lines intersect on ly¿. We find that the lines PlPi, PiPi,

PU PU, PU PU intersect in Py, the lines Pi'P4, Pi Pi, PU PU,
PU PU, in Pd, the lines Pi'P2', P-s P-4, in Pj, and the lines Pi Pi,

PU PU, in Pr, where

(14) ? = Pnvr+Pal*td,       f = p2lvy—palito,

v = Zp22t2+ p\x, (*   =p212t2+3p22V

It follows that in two ways these two quadrangles are in perspective from

a point. Indeed the lines P(PU, PiPU, PiP-i, PiPU pass through

Pa, and the lines PiPU, PiPU, PiPU, PiPU pass through Pß.
If on the other hand we regroup the points into the sets (Pi Pi PU PU),

(PU PU Pi Pi), we find that these two sets lie in the respective planes

Pu(»>ih(xi-r-x3)—piiVi(xt-\-Xi) = 0,

Pi»/*i k (xi 4- x3) -\-pti vx (xt 4- Xi) = 0,
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on the first cone ray Zc/3. Moreover these two quadrangles are in perspec-
Dtive from the two points Py, Ps, the four lines Pi'P8, P2P4', P-3 P-x,

PU P-2 passing through Py, and the four lines Pi'P4', Pi Pi, PU P-2,

PI4P-X passing through P¿.

The equations of the planes osculating the four primary cone cubics at

a set of corresponding points Pi, P¡¡, P3, P4 are, respectively,

K)   3p?2*2xx~ Pa$x2~ P\x    xs + 3P22it x4= 0,

K)        P\x      XX — ZPlx t   X2 — 3P¡2 ?XS+    P2X2 ? Xi =   °>

K) Plx      XX +    P2X2 ? X2 —^P212^XS— 3P22X l   X4 =   0>

K)      3i>12 ? XX + 3PÍX t   X2 —    P\\      X3~   Pu * X4 =   0•

These four planes pass through a common point Pu on lyg, where

(16) u = [ity 4- vô.

The equations of the planes osculating the four secondary cone cubics

at the points Pi, Pi, Pi, P¿ are, respectively,

K')   Pa     ? xi—P2u Pu t2 x2+p12p\x t xs—     ps2l    x4 = 0,

K) Pl2P221t XX~ V%x X2+ PSX2ftx*—P2X2P21t2x4=°>

K') 2>12Plx Í XX + PaP2X ? X2 + Pa ?XS+ Plx X4 = 0»

KO     Pu ?XX+        Plx     X2 + Pia ̂ 21 *   ̂  + 1>L Pu ? X4 =   ° ■

PAese /owr planes pass through a common point Pv on laß, where

(18) ^i^+iV^

The common tangent planes to Q and Q' at the points Pa, Pß are given

by the equations

(19) (c)    xt-\-Xi= 0,        (¿0    a?x 4-#3= 0.

From (17) and (19) we discover that the following sets of planes are

collinear:

{ni, ni, d),    (ni, ni, d),    (ni, ni, c),    (ni, ni, c).

The plane determined by the line of intersection of ni, ni and the line laß

has for its equation

(20) Pi2t(x1Jfxs)—p21(x2+xi) = 0,
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and the plane determined by the line of intersection of ni, ni and the

line laß has for its equation

(21) P12t(x1->rxs)-\-p21(x2-]-xi) = 0.

The four planes (c), (<t), (20;, (21) are all on laß, the second pair being

harmonic conjugates with respect to the first pair, and vice versa. We

may write the equations of the planes osculating the four secondary cone

cubics at the points PU, PU, PU, PU by replacing t with —t in (17).
These new planes will pass through the point

V' =  P21CC~Pl2t^>

on l„ß, and for this set of planes the following triples are collinear:

(nU, nU, d),    (nL2, nU, d),    (nU, nU, c),    (nU, nU, c).

The plane determined by the line of intersection of nLx, nL2 and laß is

precisely that given by (21), while the plane determined by the line of

intersection of nU, nU and laß is given by (20). It follows that in

either of two orders,

(ni n2 n3 n\) ~ (n'—3 7r_4 7r_i n—2)   or   (n\ n2 n3 ni) ~ (n_i n^3 n'—2nU),

we can determine a correspondence between these two sets of four planes

such that corresponding pairs of lines determine planes on the line lttß. We

find in fact that the lines n[ n3, n'2n'i, nU n'-3, nL2 nU lie on plane

d, the lines n'i n\, n2 n3, n'-X nLit n'-2, n'-3 lie on plane c, the lines n'i n2,

nL3nLi lie on plane (20), and the lines n'3n\, n'^nU lie on plane (21).

It results that in either of two ways these two sets of four planes are

in perspective from a plane. It can be verified that the four lines

n'xn's, n'2nLi, n'snU, n\nU are coplanar, as are also the four lines

n'inLi, n'2nL3, n'3ri-2, n^nU, the two planes having for their respec-

tive equations

(22) (b)   xi—x3 = 0, (a)   x2 — Xi = 0.

Planes (a), (b) are common tangent planes to Q and Q' at the respective

points Py, Pg, on lyg.
Without further discussion we note that in either of two ways the two

sets of planes (n[ ni n'—3 n'-4), (n3 n'i nU n'-2) are in perspective

from a plane, the four lines n{ n'&, n'2n'i, nLs TtLi, nU nL2 lying on

the plane (a) and the four lines n'in'i,   n2 n3,   n'-S nL2,   nU nU lying
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on the plane (c). Similar perspectivities exist between the two sets of

planes nx, n2, n3, n4, and n-x, n-2, n-S, n-i. It is not necessary

to dwell further upon this.

We close this part of our discussion by emphasizing the duality which

exists between the primary cone cubics, thought of as point loci, and the

secondary cone cubics, thought of as the loci of their osculating planes,

this duality being of a reciprocal nature.

IV.  Other properties of the cone cubics.   Allied curves

The perspectivities  of  the cone  cubics are by no  means their only

interesting properties.    Without going into unnecessary detail,  we will

establish in this section a number of theorems which will serve to illustrate

the wealth of material awaiting further investigation.

Each of the primary cone cubics determines a linear complex*. Since

Ci,---,C4 are projectively equivalent to the primary flecnode cubic Cf,

the corresponding four linear complexes will be projectively equivalent to

to the complex Li. We obtain the equations, in line coordinates, of

these four complexes by applying to (Pi) of (4) the transformations of

line coordinates which are the consequences of the four transformations

(5i), (52), (53), (54) in point coordinates. We write below, for each of

these complexes, its equation in line coordinates together with the point-

plane correspondence which it determines.   We have

(Pll)   3»i4-     eo23 = 0,   Mi —3iC4,   U2 =-    X3,   U3=    X2,   Ui =-3Xi)

(Lx2)    (oXi — 3w2S = 0, Mi=  Xi, i*2 = — 3^3, u3 = 3xi, m4 = —   Xx]

(23)
(Pis)     «i2 + 3wS4 = 0, ?<i=   x2, u2 = —   xx, Us = 3xi, Ui = —3íc3;

(PX4) 3«12 4-   w34 = 0, Wi = 3a?2, «2 = — 3xx, u3=   xt, íí4 = —   x3.

The points Ax,-- -, A¿ which correspond to plane (10) by means of these

four linear complexes have for their coordinates, according to (23),

Ax Ai A3 Ai
0C\       - I j Ü  [a Oía f •

(24) Xi =       3, 1, 3, 1,
3C$   -        OC j t j t j ó t y

x4 =      1, 3, 1, 3.

The loci ax,'", aé of these four points are of course straight lines, the

polar reciprocals of laß with respect to the four complexes Lu, • • •, LXi.

* The four linear complexes determined by the secondary cone cubics are identical with

those determined by the primary cone cubics.
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From (24) and (2) we find that the quadrangles PiP2P3Pi and Ax A2 A3Ai}

both lying in plane (10), are in perspective from the point P; (t, 1, t, 1),

in which this plane is cut by lya. In brief, the polar reciprocals of the

first cone ray, taken with respect to the linear complexes determined by the

primary cone cubics, determine on each plane of the primary pencil asso-

ciated with g a quadrangle which is in perspective with the quadrangle of

the primary cone cubic points of this plane, the locus of the center of per-

spective being the second cone ray.

A number of similar theorems may be readily obtained by interchanging

cone rays and by making use of the secondary, rather than the primary,

cone cubic points.   We leave these to be enunciated by the reader.

We have already seen that the equation of the general plane on the

second cone ray is

(25) Xi — x3 — t(x2 — Xi) = 0.

The points Bi, ■ ■ -, Bi which correspond to the plane (25) by means of the

four complexes Lu,- • -,Lu and whose loci bx,---,bi are the polar reci-

procals of lya, have for their coordinates, by (23),

Pi B2 B3 Bi

Xi - Z, o z, o z, z,

(26) xt = 3, 1, 3, 1,
30$      - Ö  Z y Z j Z y Ó  Z j

CC^   —^ X * ó j 1 j O •

From (24), (26), and (1) we find that, of the eight lines involved, at, as,

bi, bi lie on Q' and a3, ai, b3, bi lie on Q. Moreover the points (aia4),

(a2a3), (bih), (b2b3) are on the flecnode tangent lyQ and the points

(axa3), (at ai), (bxb3), (6264) are on the flecnode tangent lZB. Summing up

these results we find that the four polar reciprocals of the first (second) cone

ray, taken with respect to the linear complexes determined by the primary cone

cubics associated with g, constitute four edges of a tetrahedron whose other

two edges are the flecnode tangents, and of these four lines two lie upon

each of the complex quadrics.

The four planes (17) are in general distinct, but when t — pulpa, the

first and second coincide in the plane whose equation is

(27i) Xi—Xt-\-x3 — Xi = 0,

and the third and fourth coincide in the plane whose equation is

(27.) x\ 4- xt 4- x3 4- Xi = o.
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When t = —pu/pu, the first pair coincide in plane (27a) and the second

pair in plane (27i). If we take t = ±pni/pn, the same situation again

develops, but this time our planes of coincidence have the equations

(273) xx 4- ixi — x3 — ixi = 0,

(274) xx — iXi — x3 4- ixi = 0.

From (8) we see that the two real planes of this set are on laß and the

two imaginary planes are on ly¿. It is interesting to note also that these

planes are given by those values of t which give the focal points of the

primary cone cubics. From the above considerations it follows that the

secondary cone cubics have four osculating planes in common, a real pair

intersecting in the first cone ray and an imaginary pair intersecting in the

second cone ray. Moreover in each of these planes lie two pairs of secon-

dary cone cubic points. These pairs correspond to two of the four focal

points of the primary cone cubics. The four planes (27) may be called the

focal planes of the secondary cone cubics.

From (17) and (1) we see that the planes n'x, n'2 are tangent to Q and

the planes n3, n\ are tangent to Q'. The points of contact have for their

coordinates

(Cl )    #1 = l?2i> Xi== PaP-21^'    X%~        Pl2P2xt >   Xi~ Pl2^  'i

(Ci')   x1=p212p21f, x2=      p812f, xz=—p\v xi = —pnp\lt;

(28)
(C8 )   xx = p\2p2X fi, x2 = p12p2211,   xs = —ps21, x4 — —     p\2 f;

(Ci')   Xi = pa21, x2 =      p\2 i?, x3 = —p\2 p2112, x4 = — p12 p2211.

As t varies these four points trace cubics Ci", ■ • •, Ci', two lying upon Q

and two upon Q'.   We shall call these four curves primary contact cubics.

The planes osculating the four curves Ci", • • •, Ci' are given by the

respective equations

(29)

Pa fxi~ 3P2X2 P2X ? X2 — 3^12 Plx l   X3 + P\x      X4 =   0>

3p12 p\t x—        p\\    x2 —        p\2 i3 xs + 3p22 p21 t2x4= 0,

3^12P2i t xt — Zp\2p21 f x2 —       p\2 fixs+       p*21    x4 = 0,

Pa $xi—        Plx    x2 — $PaP\xl xz + 3P2X2P2x ? xi = °>

and the points which correspond to  these planes by means  of L are,

respectively,
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(Ci")    xx=3p22ít,    x2=    p221   ,    xs=    p212fi,    xA= 3 pit?;

(C2 )   xx —   Pu™,   x2= 3p12t,   xs= 3p211,   xi=    p21;

(30) _
(^8    '      Xl ==      -^12 *>      X2 -      i*21> X8 ==   °P2i t ,      Xt=   opi2 t ;

(C¡")   x^= 3p\xt,    x2= 3p\2t2,   xs=    p22fl,    x4 =    p\v

Equations (30) define four new cubics Ci", ••-, Ci", which, by virtue of

their relation to the primary contact cubics, we shall speak of as secondary

contact cubics.

The equations of the osculating planes of the curves Ci", -•-, Ci" are,

respectively,

Pu ? xx—p\t $x2-\-p\x    x3—p2211 xA = 0,

P\x      Xl — PÏl l   X2 + Pu ? Xs — Pu-F Xt=   0,
(31)

Pn    xi—p\2 f x2 + p\212 xs—p2n t x4 = 0,

Pn * Xi—P\xl x2 + Pli    Xz—P2\2 Pxá— 0.

A comparison of equations (31) with equations (1) and (2) shows that

these planes are tangent to the complex quadrics, the locus of the points

of contact being, for the first two, the cubics Ci, C2 on Q, and for the

second two the cubics Cs, C4 on Q'. Starting with the four primary cone

cubics we have thus, after four point transformations of space, returned

to these same cubics, and have in the process introduced three other sets

of four curves each, all of them cubics. Let us further examine this closed

sequence of transformations.

To each point of space there corresponds by means of L a plane, and

to this plane there corresponds by means of Lu a point. These two com-

plexes thus determine a point transformation whose analytic expression we

proceed to find. The point-plane correspondence determined by L * is given by

(32)     «i = pu xz,   tit = —pn Xi,   u3 = — pu Xt,   Ui = pu Xi.

From (32) and the first of equations (23) the equations of this point trans-

formation are easily obtained.    They are

x~i = —Pti Xi,   x~i= — 3pu Xi,   x3 — 3p2i xi}   Xi = pn x3.

Associating thus with L each of the complexes of (23) in turn, we obtain

four such point transformations.   They are

* Proj. Dif. Geom., p. 206.
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3j32i Xi, Xi=   pnxs;

PnXi, Xi= SpiiXa;

Pu x2, Xi=   pXiXx;

3p2x x2, Xi= 3pX2 Xx.

We note in passing that these transformations are each of period two and

hence that the point correspondences determined by them are reciprocal.

Since each quadric determines a (1,1) correspondence between the points

and planes of space, we may set up a point transformation by making use

of a linear complex and a quadric. For to each point there corresponds

its polar plane by means of the complex and to this plane there corres-

ponds its pole with respect to the quadric. Making use of this notion we

define a second set of four point transformations, their expressions being

^8 j OC $. - ö OC/j. J

¿5 0C§ j X 4 — 3?4 ,

O 3C$ ¿ 3?4 - o 0C± j

*^*3 j *^4 - 3?4 •

The eight transformations of (33) and (34), taken four at a time in the

proper order, carry the four primary cone cubics through their four-phase

cycle.    Symbolically we have

(Lu, Q) [(L, Lx,) [(Pu, Q) [(L, Lu) Ct = Ci] = Ci'] = Ci"] = Ci,

(Pu, Q) [(L, Pu) [(La, Q) [(L, LX2) C2 = Ci] = Ci'] = Ci"] = C2,

(35)   (Lu, Q') [(L, Lu) [(Li3, Q') [(L, PiS) C3 = Ci] - Ci'] = Ci"] = Cs,

(LX3, Q') [(L, Pis) [(Pi4, Q') [(L, LXi) d = Ci] = Ci'] = Ci"] = d.

It has been noted that the primary and secondary cone cubics determine

the same set Pn, LX2, P13, P14 of linear complexes. Without difficulty it

can be shown that the primary and secondary contact cubics determine

the same four linear complexes, but in the order P12, Lxx, LXi, Lx3. Many

additional properties of these curves might be developed. It will be sufficient

however to summarize the results of the last few paragraphs and then to

state without proof a number of additional theorems whose truth can be

demonstrated with the material at hand.

We find that associated with each line element g of the general ruled surface

there are sixteen projectively equivalent space cubics so related in cyclically

ordered sets of four each that the points of the curves in any set lie upon

the osculating planes of the curves of the preceding set.

26

(33)

(L, Pu) xi =

(L, Lu) xi =

(L, Ll3) xx =

(L, Lu) Xi =

- P2lXi,   Xi

-3piXXi, Xi

Spu xA, x2

- Pu Xi,  x2 ■

— SpuXi, x3-

— PuXi,  x3-

— 3^i2 x3, x3

—   PliX3,  xs

(34)

(Pu, Q) xi =

(Lu, Q) xx =

(Lis, Q') %i =

(Pl4, Ö') Xi =

- à Xl , X2

Xx, Xi

-  xx, x2

' ó xx, x2

x2, x3

— 3a;2, Xi

Xi, x3

ox2, x3
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The curves of two of the four sets lie upon the complex quadrics associated

with g, tivo from each set on each quadric, while the osculating planes of

the curves of the other two sets are tangent to these quadrics.

The four linear complexes determined by the curves of any set are distinct,

but any two sets determine the same four complexes.

Among the theorems whose proofs are left to the reader we have the

following:

1. The primary (secondary) contact cubics are the loci of the poles of

the osculating planes of the secondary (primary) cone cubics taken with

respect to the complex quadrics, and conversely.

2. The cubics Cf (j = 1, • • -, 4; 1c = 0, • ••, 3) belong to the complexes

Lu, Cj and Cf belonging to Lu (i=j), and Cj" and Cj" belonging to La

where i —j—(— l)j.

3. The ruled surfaces determined by the point correspondences set up

between the pairs of cubics cf, Cf (J = 1, •••, 4; Zc = 0, •••, 3), by
the parameter t, belong to one of the four complexes Lu, those determined

fey Q, Cj and Cj, Cj" belonging to Lu(i=j), and those determined by

Cj', Cj" and Cj", Cj belonging to Lu where * =j — (—1)1

4. Each of the cubics CJ generates a surface as the line element g with

which it is associated varies over the ruled surface 8. Of these surfaces

the eight generated by the primary cone cubics and the secondary contact

cubics are projectively equivalent, as are also the eight generated by the

secondary cone cubics and the primary contact cubics.

5. Four of the sixteen surfaces Sj generated by the cubics Cj are tangent

to the ruled surface 8, Si and /Si" being tangent to S along the branch Cy

of the flecnode curve, and & and Si" tangent to 8 along the branch Cz

of this curve. Of the remaining twelve surfaces, S2 and Si" cut S along Cy,

Si and Si' cut S along Cz, while 83, Si, Si', and Si" cut 8 along both

Cy and Cz-

6. The point correspondence existing between each pair of primary cone

cubics Cj determines a ruled surface on which this pair of cubics are directrix

curves. Of the six surfaces thus determined, those given by d, C2 and

by C3, C4 are the two complex quadrics. The remaining four are cubic

cones with vertices at the points P«, Pß. Their equations, in the system

of coordinates here employed, are

(Cx, C8) p\2 x2 (xx + xs)2 4- p\\ xi (x2 + xi)2 = ° > vertex at P„ ;

(°i, C4) p\2 xx (xx 4- x3)2 4- p\x xs (x2 4- xj)2 = 0, „      „ Pß ;

(C2, C8) p\2 xs (xx + xz)2 4- p\x xx (x2 4- x4)2 = 0, „       „ Pß ;

(C2, C4) p\2 x4 (xx 4- xa)2 + p\x x2 (x2 4- x4)2 = 0, „      „ P„.
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7. The primary contact cubics determine among themselves six ruled

surfaces two of which are the complex quadrics, and the remaining four,

cubic cones.   The equations of the latter four are

(Ci', Ci') Xi(xx— x3)2-\- x2 (x2 — rr4)* = 0, vertex at P,,;

(Ci", Ci') x3 (xx — x3)2 + xx (x2 - Xi)2 =0, „      „   P¿ ;

(Ci',Ci') xx(xx-x3)2+x3(xi-Xi)2=0, „      „   P¿;

(Ci', Ci') Xi(xx-x3)2+Xi(x2-Xi)2=:0, „      „   Py.

No attempt has been made in this paper to investigate the properties

of the loci which the points, lines, curves and surfaces here discussed will

generate when the line-element g with which they are associated varies

over the surface S. Nor has it been thought advisable to consider the

results of imposing upon S any special conditions. The methods of attacking

all of these problems are available and their solutions, while requiring some

ingenuity, should involve no great difficulties.
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